Professor Gayil Talshir of Hebrew University Israel Institute Visiting Professor of Political Science will teach a course in Fall 2017 on

**Israeli Democracy: Between Society and Politics**

To take this course enroll in POLS 199 “Current Political Issues”
MW 12:00pm HGH 116 3 units
Course Code: 50962

Professor Talshir is Head of the Center for Advance Public Service at Hebrew University in Israel. Hebrew University is widely regarded as the top University in Israel and one of the world’s elite universities.

Professor Talshir’s degree is from Oxford and she has taught there and at the University of Arizona as well as at Hebrew University.

Her research interests include democratic theory; party systems and civil society; Israeli Politics and Society; political ideologies; social democracy; public policy; civic education: from Theory to Policy; and social movements.

You can see a sample of her analysis of the 2015 Israeli Elections here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGwUTNCnsgo